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Introduction

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is responsible for the 
physical maintenance1 of all cells. However, the concept 
that the ECM has a passive role to play in cellular activ-
ity has been refuted. It is now known to play a part in 
numerous cellular processes including cell prolifera-
tion,1 differentiation2 and migration.3 The ECM can be 
defined as the non-cellular component of tissues, which 
has been likened to ‘glue’ that binds cells together in 
connective tissues, where it is a major constituent of the 
tissue.4

Research into the ECM has existed for decades, and our 
current understanding of the ECM is that it influences cel-
lular activity and responses. The cell reciprocates through 
maintenance and assembly of the ECM. Most recently, 
there has been great interest in matrix biology in two main 
areas. First, it has been demonstrated that the ECM is 
influential at a biomechanical level and molecular level, in 
particular the importance of its stiffness5 and how this 
impacts on the cell differentiation profiles.6 Second, the 

part it plays in anchoring the cells via mechanisms such as 
integrins.7,8 These will form the main sections of the 
review, as outlined below.

Initially, this review will explore the present knowledge 
of the composition and structure of the ECM. The key 
components from proteins like collagen and fibronectin, to 
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) will be detailed. 
Moreover, the significance of cell–matrix interactions will 
be examined, particularly in relation to how the elasticity 
of the ECM regulates cell behaviour.
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Another area that the ECM has been shown to impact is 
wound healing processes and the apparent differences that 
occur as a result of age. Numerous studies have illustrated 
at the foetal stage that the reaction to injury is remarkably 
contrasting to the response in adult tissue.4,9,10 However, 
the role of the ECM in this has not been fully addressed; 
therefore, the age-related changes in the ECM of connec-
tive tissues, such as tendon and skin, along with skeletal 
muscle will be detailed, and implications of the ageing 
ECM to the wound healing process. Both these topics are 
becoming increasingly relevant, primarily due to the grow-
ing numbers of the elderly population, and second, the 
problems associated with reparative wound healing in 
adults remain a significant burden on clinicians.

The next section of the review will focus upon the 
numerous techniques that have been employed by research-
ers, providing both quantitative and qualitative information 
of the ECM. Such techniques include immunostaining, 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and confocal microscopy. 
The general principles of these methods as well as their 
advantages and disadvantages will be critiqued. 
Additionally, their role in the analysis of the ECM will be 
evaluated. Other lesser-known methods for ECM analysis 
such as Raman spectroscopy and second-harmonic genera-
tion microscopy (SHGM) will also be appraised.

The final section of the review will detail how the area 
of tissue engineering is being explored as a potential solu-
tion to encourage scarless healing of soft tissue injuries in 
adults. The ECM is one of the key factors to consider for 
tissue engineering applications. Research has focused 
largely on either the way the matrix can manipulate dif-
ferentiation of stem cells or how it serves as a scaffold 
towards cells, providing much needed structural integrity 
to the cellular environment.

Composition of the ECM

Proteins

The ECM can be considered as being constructed from 
multiple matrix proteins, forming the principal component 
of the ECM (Table 1). It is these proteins that provide the 
necessary support to cells and tissues.20 The proteins that 
constitute the ECM can be categorised as either structural 
or non-structural (also known as glycoproteins), depend-
ing on their function. Examples of structural proteins 
include collagens and elastin,21 with fibronectin,22 
laminin23 and tenascin24 instances of non-structural pro-
teins.25 Other important components of the ECM include 
integrins,26 growth factors (GFs)27 and a group of MMPs.28

Collagens

Collagen is the most abundant protein within the body26 
and is found amassed in the ECM of connective tissues 
such as tendon and skin.27 Collagens are the predominant 

form of structural proteins found within the ECM provid-
ing not only tensile strength but also play a role in other 
cell processes such as adhesion and migration.29 There are 
almost 30 types of collagen that have been distinguished,30 
although not all are isolated to the ECM.

Here, the collagen is arranged into fibrils to provide the 
required structural integrity for the tissues. Specifically, 
this fibril formation is restricted to collagen types I, II, III, 
V and XI. The fibril arrangement imparts tensile strength 
to connective tissues that are required to withstand differ-
ent mechanical stresses like tension, shear and pressure.31 
There are indications that collagen fibril formation is 
strictly regulated by other ECM molecules such as decorin 
and fibromodulin. Included in this process are also cell 
surface receptors like integrins. Integrins are made up of 
an alpha (α) and beta (β) subunit which combine to form a 
heterodimer; among the various types of integrins are four 
known collagen receptors; two of these receptors α1β1 and 
α2β1 are well recognised. The roles of these receptors have 
been established, with α1β1 responsible for controlling pro-
duction of collagen through negative feedback, whereas 
α2β1 has the opposite effect of increasing collagen matrix 
synthesis and turnover.32

Collagen type I is the dominant form found extensively 
in almost all tissues, particularly in tendons and the skin. 
The other forms of collagen occur in defined areas, for 
example, type II collagen is found in cartilage and the cor-
nea, while collagen type III is the principle form within the 
walls of blood vessels. Collagen is produced not only by 
fibroblasts but also endothelial cells and epithelial cells.28

Elastin

Elastin is the other structural protein, with its role closely 
linked with collagen. It provides tissue such as the dermis 
of the skin20 with the ability to recover from continuous 
stretching,33 alongside the glycoproteins including fibrillin 
and fibulin.20 However, in tendons, it only forms approxi-
mately 2% of their dry weight.34 Despite this, it plays a 
crucial role in allowing the crimp structure of tendon to be 
stretched and recoil, which is crucial to the function of ten-
don and other tissues such as the artery vessels. Its struc-
ture is composed of single tropoelastin subunits which are 
cross-linked with an outer layer of fibrillin microfibrils 
that make up an elastic fibre.

Fibronectin

Fibronectin has been studied to a lesser degree than colla-
gen; it is located within the basement membrane (BM) of 
the ECM and it has been determined as having a key role in 
both cell adhesion26 and the wound healing response to 
injury. Additionally, fibronectin is critical to other pro-
cesses in vivo such as embryonic development, as an 
absence of fibronectin has been observed as fatal in mice.35 
The protein exists in two different forms, either as plasma 
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Table 1. Components of the ECM, their structure, function and significance to tissue engineering.

ECM component Structure Function Importance to tissue engineering

Collagens
 

Formed as fibrils within the ECM 
(Types I, II, III, V and XI)

Provide tensile strength

Influence cell processes, for 
example, adhesion and migration

Collagen type I is often used as a 
coating on gel scaffolds to promote 
cell adhesion, in addition to its 
ability to stimulate myogenic and 
osteogenic differentiation of stem 
cells6

Also frequently used as scaffold 
material for cells11,12 both as a single 
material and within a composite 
scaffold. As a natural material, it 
seldom initiates an inflammatory 
response from the host

Elastin
 

Composed of single tropoelastin 
subunits cross-linked with an 
outer layer of fibrillin microfibrils 
making up an elastic fibre

Closely linked to collagens

Allows tissues such as the skin 
and tendon to recover/recoil

Being investigated as a biomaterial 
for use in tissue engineering, 
particularly in vascular tissue 
engineering due to its importance 
in blood vessels13 

Fibronectin
 

Two forms either plasma (within 
blood) or cellular protein 
(created by fibroblasts)

Arranged into a mesh of fibrils 
similar to collagen and is 
linked to cell surface receptors 
(integrins)

Found in the basement 
membrane of the ECM

Plays a role in cell adhesion, 
embryonic development and the 
healing process following wound 
injury

Importance of fibronectin in 
embryonic development and 
wound healing demonstrate that it 
needs to play a key role in tissue 
engineering applications. Especially, 
the RGD sequence that is critical in 
ensuring cell adhesion, transforming 
substrates allowing for cell 
attachment14,15 

Laminins
 
 

Laminins are another type of 
glycoprotein, with a trimeric 
structure. They are made up of 
three different chains, α, β and γ 
which exist in various genetically 
distinct forms

Reside in the basement 
membrane

Expressed by various tissue 
types including both muscle and 
epithelial cells
Play a vital part in several 
cell processes including 
differentiation and migration via 
their integrins

Similarly to fibronectin, laminins 
have the capacity for cell binding 
and are another option to be used 
to enhance cell adhesion in culture 
conditions16

 
 

Tenascins
 

Tenascins are a group of ECM 
proteins and exist as five 
different manifestations, TN-C, 
TN-R, TN-W, TN-X and TN-Y

Linked to mechanical activity

Typically found within 
connective tissues where load 
bearing is required, although 
they also occur within the skin 
and brain

During embryonic development 
and tissue repair, TN-C is highly 
expressed, it is also typically found 
within stem cell niches. However, 
it prevents cell adhesion when used 
as a protein coating for cell culture 
substrates17 

Growth factors
 

Tied to the ECM through either 
heparan or heparan sulphate

They can be linked to tissues 
with their names. For example, 
vascular endothelial growth 
factor stimulates the formation 
of blood vessels

Triggered into action by a 
variety of processes (not 
necessarily in a soluble form) 
including wound healing and 
tissue remodelling

Multiple growth factors 
demonstrated as being crucial to 
development and differentiation 
of many tissues. Their use is being 
explored within tissue engineering, 
for example, improving wound 
healing of tendon tissue18

 

MMPs Structure occurs as zinc-
dependent endopeptidases19

Capable of disintegrating the 
ECM, associated with many 
different processes including 
angiogenesis and wound repair

MMPs are key modulators for 
tissue remodelling; their expression 
can be useful indicators of cellular 
behaviour for tissue engineering 
investigations

ECM: extracellular matrix; MMP: matrix metalloproteinase.
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that circulates in the blood and is one of the first compo-
nents delivered by blood plasma to the site of injury20 or as 
a cellular protein that is created by fibroblasts.

Fibronectin is arranged into a mesh of fibrils similar to 
collagen and is linked to cell surface receptors (integrins). 
It is expressed by various cell types and is not unique to 
connective tissues. Fibronectin is produced in the form of 
a disulphide-bonded dimer that can be broken down into 
subunits, of which there are three different types (types I, 
II and III) that are repeated within each subunit.35

The integrin α5β1 is the principal receptor involved in the 
process of fibronectin matrix assembly which together with 
the RGD region (abbreviation for the tripeptide sequence of 
Arg-Gly-Asp) of fibronectin promotes binding of cells to the 
protein.36 The fibronectin matrix is associated with the actin 
cytoskeleton of cells through integrin activity. This connec-
tion is key to successful matrix formation37 and progress can 
be easily tracked via immunofluorescence staining of cells. 
Upon formation, fibronectin develops into fibrils that can 
differ widely in their thickness between 10 and 1000 nm.38

Laminins

Laminins are another type of glycoprotein, with a trimeric 
structure. They are made up of three different chains, α, β 
and γ which exist in various genetically distinct forms.39 
Through evolution, they have advanced from a sole 
laminin heterotrimer within low multicellular organisms to 
an excess of 16 unique trimeric isoforms in complex verte-
brates.40 They were first recognised as a constituent of the 
ECM of murine Engelbreth–Holm–Swarm (EHS) sarcoma 
(Matrigel).26,28

They are involved in cell adhesion, expressed by vari-
ous tissue types including both muscle and epithelial cells. 
Laminins play a vital part in several cell processes includ-
ing differentiation and migration20 via their integrins and 
they intercede between cells and the underlying matrix, 
namely, the BM where they reside. Laminins are among 
the first proteins of the ECM to appear in embryos. As 
mentioned, they are crucial to differentiation, to the degree 
that a defect in the genes that code for laminins can either 
have fatal results in the embryo or manifest as serious con-
ditions that affect multiple organs. This is supported by the 
fact that laminins play an important role in different tissues 
such as nerves and blood vessels.41

Tenascins

Tenascins are a group of ECM proteins and exist as five dif-
ferent manifestations, TN-C, TN-R, TN-W, TN-X and 
TN-Y. Tenascins are typically found within connective tis-
sues where load bearing is required, although they also 
occur within the skin and brain.28 Consequently, tenascin 
levels have been linked to mechanical activity. Its expres-
sion is also influenced by the changes brought about by dis-
ease and development.42 In conjunction with this, absence 
of tenascin-C interferes with regeneration processes, as it 

appears to be upregulated within the interim matrix follow-
ing an injury;20 typically, it is not expressed in ‘normal adult 
tissues’.28

Other components

Growth Factors (GFs)

The ECM has been referred to as a ‘reservoir’ for GFs;20,27 
a number of ECM components alter the actions of GFs 
within cell pathways accordingly. This will be briefly dis-
cussed here, however; several comprehensive reviews on 
GFs can be found elsewhere.43,44 Vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor (FGF) and 
transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) are examples of 
GFs that are tied to the ECM through either heparan or 
heparan sulphate.1

GFs are triggered into action by a variety of processes 
(not necessarily in a soluble form)27 including wound heal-
ing and tissue remodelling.20 As mentioned, mechanical 
stimulus induces the protein tenascin-C; there has been 
evidence that GFs are also responsible for its activation 
alongside mechanical stimulation.42 The crucial role of 
GFs in wound healing has been acknowledged by research-
ers, as demonstrated by the interest in exploring how they 
may positively impact on tendon repair in adults.45,46 
However, GFs are vital to the development and differentia-
tion of many other tissue types; they can be linked to tis-
sues with their names. For example, VEGF stimulates the 
formation of blood vessels and nerve GF is involved in the 
growth of neurons.47,48

Matrix Metalloproteinases (MMPs)

MMPs are the key group of protease enzymes involved in 
disintegration of the ECM. Presently, dozens of MMPs 
have been identified; they are effective in their capacity to 
breakdown the matrix, as they ‘overlap in substrate speci-
ficity’.28 This breakdown of the matrix forms part of the 
on-going remodelling of the ECM. This transformation 
process is critical for the ECM of many tissues to undergo 
and, for example, occurs during neovascularisation and 
bone remodelling.49,50

When an increase in cytokine and GF activity occurs as 
a result of tissue repair, MMPs are triggered into action. As 
the actions of MMPs are detrimental to the ECM, they are 
tightly regulated using three mechanisms: primarily by 
managing them at transcription, by preserving them in a 
quiescent state prior to activation and finally having tissue 
inhibitors of metalloproteinases (TIMPs) to counteract 
unwarranted damage to the matrix.27

Structure and function of the ECM

The different components of the ECM are organised into a 
recognisable three-dimensional (3D) structure, which can 
be split into two main forms, the BM and interstitial 
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matrix. Although differences exist between these two 
forms, the basic structural outline is alike. Various colla-
gens form the framework of both and the non-structural 
proteins bind to this scaffold, communicating with sur-
rounding cells via integrins (Figure 1).28

Basement Membrane (BM)

The main elements of the BM include collagen type IV, 
laminins and fibronectin, the latter of which equips the over-
lying tissue with some tensile strength. It is known to be 
more dense and ‘less porous’ than the interstitial matrix.52 
Perlecan is an important heparan sulphate proteoglycan 
(HSPG) of the BM binding to FGF and VEGF, thus influ-
encing angiogenic processes. Hence, the BM is found in 
blood vessels in addition to epithelial and endothelial tis-
sues, forming a highly organised matrix, with the epithelium 
‘critically dependent’ on the BM to conduct its expected 
role.27 Integrins between the BM and the cells above convey 
messages regarding ‘cell shape and motility’.26

Interstitial matrix

Interstitial matrix occurs in locations where the BM is 
found; however, in addition, it also appears between con-
nective tissue cells such as tenocytes (within tendon). The 
major elements that form this ECM include collagens, 
elastin and fibronectin, creating a ‘3D amorphous gel’.53 
Despite collagens constituting the majority of the fibrous 

proteins within the matrix, it is fibronectin that dictates the 
organisation of the matrix structure. Each tissue within the 
body has its own distinctive ECM that differs in both com-
position and topographical features.33

The ECM is now acknowledged as an active environ-
ment, which is constantly experiencing changes in compo-
sition and structure. This occurs in response to the actions 
of surrounding cells. Consequently, the communication 
between cells and the ECM is essential to understanding 
how the ECM and cells learn to adapt to each other.

Functions of the ECM

There are multiple functions that the ECM conducts 
(Figure 2).52 For example, its role in cell migration is com-
plex as it can provide itself as an anchorage site. Anchorage 
to the BM is critical for the process of cell division in stem 
cells. Furthermore, it can either help or hinder migration of 
cells by acting to facilitate migration tracking or act as an 
obstruction to migration of cells. These functions arise 
from the physical characteristics of the ECM.

The biochemical properties of the ECM allow for it to 
directly and indirectly influence the way cells interrelate 
with their environment through different signal pathways, 
including behaving as a reservoir for GF signalling mole-
cules. Particular ECM components such as proteoglycans 
will bind with GFs becoming either low-affinity co-recep-
tors for signalling or signal presenters and impact on com-
munications between cells. Another way in which the 

Figure 1. Schematic of the composition and assembly of the ECM adapted from Griffith and Swartz.51

ECM: extracellular matrix.
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ECM passes signals to cells is through functional frag-
ments that have first been managed by MMPs. Recently, 
the biomechanical properties of the ECM have been of 
specific interest to researchers and the way these proper-
ties change cellular behaviour in response to the degree of 
elasticity of the ECM, especially the process of cell dif-
ferentiation. This will be explored in further detail later in 
the review.

Role of mechanobiology

The relationship between cells and the underlying matrix 
is commonly referred to as mechanobiology.34 There are 
several different components involved in these interac-
tions. The main form of communication between cells and 
the ECM is through focal adhesions.42 They can be divided 
into two different categories, cytoskeletal proteins includ-
ing talin and filamin and regulatory proteins such as kinase 
and paxillin.54

Focal adhesions are characteristic of cells seeded onto 
stiff substrates while dynamic adhesion complexes occur 
with cells on softer substrates.3 These dynamic adhesion 
complexes occur during cell migration in phases of forma-
tion and disassembly, as the leading edge of the cells (lamel-
lipodia) propels the cells forward. Once cell migration ends, 
the dynamic adhesion complexes are disassembled and the 
cells begin to formulate more stable and conspicuous focal 

adhesions.55,56 Focal adhesions provide the vector to trans-
mit mechanical signals to cells from the ECM. Cells are 
known to respond accordingly to this mechanical strain by 
either increasing or limiting ECM production, alter their 
cytoskeletal structure and reorder the forces they exert. The 
principal receptors that deliver these signals between cells 
and the ECM are integrins.

Integrins

Attachment of cells to a particular matrix is determined by 
‘specific integrin expression patterns’.27 This is conducted 
through integrins binding to ECM proteins such as 
fibronectin; these ligands attach themselves to the ‘extra-
cellular domains’ of the integrins. Integrins are classified 
as transmembrane heterodimers, and they are involved in a 
number of cell signalling pathways for cell processes such 
as propagation and motility.7,8

As integrins are linked with a cell’s cytoskeleton, atten-
tion has been drawn to their role in mechanical stimulation 
of cells, with researchers suggesting they act as ‘stretch 
sensors’,42 resulting in signalling pathways being triggered 
in response through different mechanisms. For example, 
‘phosphorylation of intracellular linker proteins or lipid 
second messengers and small GTPases’.20 They have also 
been described as offering ‘mechanical continuity’ 
between the inner and outer environment of the cells.26,28

Figure 2. Various functions of the ECM adapted from Lu et al.52

ECM: extracellular matrix.
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Despite not being catalysts strictly speaking, integrins 
do form part of a network of other matrix components that 
are involved with the ‘transduction of mechanical forces’ 
including enlisting and prompting signalling molecules 
such as G proteins, FAK, receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), 
and mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs);34 in 
addition to focal adhesion proteins, for example, vinculin 
and talin. Recently, the linker proteins talin and kindlin 
have been identified as being liable for triggering integrin 
activity.20 Talin is involved with the initial step of activat-
ing the integrins that are otherwise dormant and kindlin is 
required to assure ‘maximal integrin activation’.27

Cytoskeleton

Critical to this network is the cellular cytoskeleton, which 
adjusts in accordance with mechanical forces exerted on 
cells by the ECM. The cytoskeleton is made up of various 
microfilaments and microtubules. The microfilaments are 
composed of actin and have a fluid relationship to corre-
sponding constituents of the intracellular environment.

The importance of cell–matrix interactions and their 
involvement in the mechanotransduction of cells has 
grown over the years since they were originally uncov-
ered. Their vital role in many processes has been high-
lighted; they are not only required for normal processes 
like development, but additionally have a function to play 
in the advance of diseases such as cancer.28 The elasticity 
of the matrix is now known to influence stem cell differen-
tiation towards particular lineages and cell–matrix interac-
tions are central to uncovering the steps of this process.

How the ECM of cells is altered with age

As cells naturally undergo age-related changes, the BM 
underlying many tissues deteriorates. This is due to the 
effects of fewer BM proteins being formed and increased 
levels of MMP resulting in more proteins being broken 
down.33 Along with this, the cells experience higher levels 
of fibronectin, GFs, interleukins and cytokines. It has been 
observed by many researchers that aged cells become 
impeded within the cell cycle to proliferating; this has 
been linked to telomere shortening.21,33,57

As with elastin, the decline in the amount of collagen in 
tissues is associated with ageing, weakening ‘tissue integ-
rity and strength’.58 Greater stiffness observed in ageing 
tissue has been attributed to further and unnecessary col-
lagen cross-linking, resulting in compromised biomechan-
ical properties and therefore ‘compromise ECM 
organisation and function’.33 Additionally, the arrange-
ment of the (type I) collagen fibres becomes less organised 
and more loose and fragmented.

This is observed in most aged tissues, particularly the 
skin.59 The alteration in the arrangement of the collagen 
fibres results in the cells being less able to bind to the 
ECM, which has a negative impact on the cell–matrix 

interactions.60 These differences in the organisation of type 
I collagen fibres have been observed in tendons extracted 
from tails of young and old adult mice.58

Furthermore, alterations in the composition of the ECM 
of rat tail tendon have been detected from being low in col-
lagen content and highly cellular in young rats following 
birth and 3 months of age.61 In older rats, the collagen con-
tent of the tendon is much higher and this results in the 
tissue displaying a greater stiffness.62

As with other connective tissues, the balance between 
matrix synthesis and matrix breakdown in the skin shifts 
towards matrix breakdown with the ageing process.63 This 
is demonstrated by a loss in the elasticity of the skin, also 
known as wrinkling.64,65 The loss in elasticity is due to the 
action of MMPs degrading the main constituents of the 
ECM such as types I and III collagen, proteoglycans and 
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs).66 The loss of these ECM 
components together with increased cross-linking of colla-
gens results in reduced biomechanical properties of the tis-
sue with age.67

In contrast to this, the levels of fibronectin (FN) have 
been shown to increase with age,63 as demonstrated with 
fibronectin isolated from skin tissue of mice. This alte-
ration in fibronectin expression has a detrimental effect on  
integrin–ECM binding, thus impacting on the ability of cells 
to respond to environmental change, especially with age.

Within skeletal muscle, the ECM plays a critical role in 
the transfer of force and response of the tissue to mechani-
cal loading.68 Animal studies conducted in rats reflected 
similar findings to other ageing tissues, in that the collagen 
content of limb skeletal muscle increased exponentially 
with age.69 In contrast to this, these studies when repeated 
in humans showed that the collagen content of skeletal 
muscle remained relatively stable with age.70 This high-
lights that age-related changes within the ECM varies 
across tissue types and the ECM is modified in distinct 
ways between different species.

More recently, there has been renewed interest in the 
subject; first, this can be linked with attempting to under-
stand the conceivable relationship linking age-related 
changes in cells and the advance of diseases such as can-
cer.1,27,71 Second, to investigate the differences behind 
reparative wound healing in adults, in contrast to regenera-
tive wound healing as seen in the foetus and how age-
related decline in the ECM of soft tissue has bearing on 
these disparities in wound healing.72,73

How ageing ECM affects wound 
healing

The ECM experiences a multitude of changes during 
wound healing in an adult from the initial steps instantly 
following injury to the establishment of the collagenous 
scar tissue that signals the end of the healing process. 
Wound healing in a foetus occurs in an opposing fashion, 
and this has been confirmed in many tissue types, most 
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notably the skin, but also tendon, articular cartilage and 
bone.73–77 Differences in the healing models of adults and 
foetuses have been observed in terms of the inflammatory 
reaction, GF levels and gene expression of proteins along 
with ECM constituents.4,75 This regenerative capability of 
the foetal tissue is confirmed to be inherent to the tis-
sue.73,78 Thus, the age-related changes to the ECM and its 
impact on cell–matrix interactions are vital to understand.

Foetal wound healing

Most of the evidence gathered on regenerative healing in 
foetuses has focused on the skin. In foetal models, the der-
mis and epidermis are fully restored upon injury, including 
complete repair of the structure, strength and function of 
the ECM.4,9,10 Additionally, higher levels of collagen type 
III than collagen type I exist in foetal skin, where it 
amounts to between 30% and 60% of the total sum of col-
lagen, compared to adult skin79,80 which holds between 
10% and 20% of collagen type III.9

Along with variations in the amount of collagens pre-
sent, other age-related differences between the wound 
healing processes have been noted. Hyaluronic acid (HA) 
is present in high levels in foetal skin wounds, but is pre-
sent for longer lengths of time in adult skin wounds.75,81 
The presence of HA is important in enabling the migration 
and proliferation of multiple cell types after injury in a foe-
tus.4 HA is also considered significant for collagen synthe-
sis; this is corroborated by the reduction in scar tissue that 
forms during adult wound healing when HA levels are 
increased.82

Similarly, the levels of different proteoglycans such as 
decorin and fibromodulin have been linked to the scarred 
phenotype seen in healed adult skin and scarless pheno-
type of foetal repaired skin. Lower expression of decorin 
in adult skin is linked to scar formation,83 and lower levels 
of fibromodulin are seen in adult wounds than foetal 
wounds. This is verified by a reduction in the extent of 
fibromodulin synthesis with age.84 Additionally, the ratio 
of MMP to TIMP activity seems to be key in understand-
ing the disparity between scarred and scarless healing. In 
foetal skin wounds, the level of MMPs to TIMPs is much 
higher,85 particularly MMP-1 and MMP-9. Contrastingly, 
more MMP-2 and less TIMPs are expressed during adult 
wound healing.10

Adult wound healing

In adults, the ECM plays an active part in the proliferative 
phase and remodelling phase of the wound healing pro-
cess.86 During the proliferative phase, fibroblasts initiate 
deposition of the ECM, following their migration into the 
wound site. This is referred to as the provisional matrix. 
Tenascin-C of the tenascin family of matricellular proteins 
plays a key part in encouraging fibroblasts to the injury 
site to generate the provisional matrix made up of fibrin 

and fibronectin.87 The provisional matrix allows for cell 
adhesion and migration to occur88 and granulation tissue 
replaces the interim matrix.

This granulation tissue is abundant in fibronectin and 
provides a vascular system for collagen to be laid down.89 
Collagen forms the main component of the final ECM and 
is commonly known as scar tissue. The collagenous matrix 
is formed in the remodelling stage and increased cross-link-
ing of the collagen results in a stiffer matrix.90 Although col-
lagen is crucial to restore the structure and function of the 
tissue at the wound site, excess collagen is detrimental to the 
tissue, causing a destabilised structure due to the presence of 
a fibrotic scar that replaces the former tissue.91 This scarred 
tissue is an issue for clinicians, as the function of the tissue 
is hampered, and currently, no successful solution exists to 
restore the former properties of the healed tissue.10

Therefore, understanding the changes to the ECM that 
occur with age that result in the different healing mecha-
nisms between adult and foetal healing is critical to devel-
oping a way of healing adult wounds through a regenerative 
process. Revealing these age-related differences in the 
ECM could result in new methods being created through 
tissue engineering techniques to encourage adult injuries 
to repair without scar formation. This will be explored in 
further detail in a later section.

Techniques to analyse the ECM

There are several techniques that can be utilised for ana-
lysing the ECM; some of these are well-established, for 
example, confocal microscopy and electron micros-
copy.58,92 Other methods such as Raman spectroscopy93 are 
being explored as new ways to examine ECM structure 
and composition, requiring little or no sample preparation. 
These approaches allow for the composition, structure and 
biomechanical properties of the ECM to be examined. A 
selection of these will be detailed here with a brief outline 
of their basic principles and what they can reveal about the 
ECM.

AFM

The elastic modulus (E) is the standard way of calculating 
the amount of stretching of a substrate in response to a given 
level of stress. Researchers have employed AFM in the past 
few years as a reliable method to measure the mechanical 
properties in terms of stiffness (Young’s modulus) of a 
matrix.2 Attention has been brought to the way that the 
mechanical properties of the ECM influence the differentia-
tion profiles of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). More 
recently, researchers confirmed AFM as a valid method to 
monitor differentiation of stem cells into tenocytes, by meas-
uring the changes that occurred in elastic modulus at a cel-
lular level.94 It has been demonstrated that the mechanical 
properties of a substrate have consequences in the cell ‘con-
tractility, motility and spreading’, for example, cells on a soft 
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gel substrate form ‘dynamic adhesions’, whereas on stiffer 
substrates they formulate ‘static focal adhesions’.2

The technique works through two main components, a 
sensor and detector. The detector calculates the sensor’s 
reaction to forces; this sensor is in the form of a cantilever 
beam that responds to the forces it receives by contorting, 
and the detector measures the deflection of the cantilever 
tip.95,96 Furthermore, there are three key modes of operation 
for AFM, contact, non-contact and tapping mode. For the 
interest of this review, tapping mode will only be discussed.

Tapping mode was specifically developed to surmount 
the problems with contact mode and biological samples, 
including samples being damaged by the cantilever tip.96,97 
It is this mode of AFM that is used in calculating the elastic 
modulus of ECM specimens, during which the contact 
between the tip and samples is kept to a minimum, thus 
averting damage to softer substrates. Additionally, samples 
with either wet or dry surfaces can be tested.96

Further advantages of AFM in ECM analysis include 
the ability to take measurements on three separate axis (x, 
y and z) providing 3D images of a sample surface.96 It is 
also a technique that does not require any prior sample 
preparation or particular environment in order to operate 
such as a vacuum. It has become a vital tool in revealing 
information on the study of mechanobiology and the rela-
tionship between cells and ECM stiffness.98

For example, it has been successfully employed to deter-
mine the changes that occur in the elastic modulus of osteo-
blast cells, as a result of adhesion to various ECM proteins 
such as FN. Moreover, AFM imaging experiments were uti-
lised to demonstrate how binding to different substrates 
caused this increase in elastic modulus. For instance, the 
plating of osteoblasts on FN was found to be associated with 
ample fibre formation and remodelling of the cytoskeleton, 
which lead to an increase in the modulus of osteoblasts.98

Immunostaining

Immunostaining of the ECM takes two main forms either 
as immunohistochemical (IHC) staining or immunocyto-
chemical (ICC) staining. Immunostaining is an effective 
qualitative way of evaluating the presence of individual 
proteins expressed within the ECM.99 It relies on specific 
antibody and antigen relationships via a visualisation tag 
to identify the expression of definitive proteins.

The sample preparation method differs between the two 
techniques; tissue samples for IHC need to be embedded in 
resin or paraffin and cut it into thin sections prior to stain-
ing. One of the most common ways to conduct IHC stain-
ing is to use haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. 
Throughout the literature, there are several proteins that are 
surveyed, typically they include collagen type I, laminin 
and fibronectin. In contrast to this, to examine ECM pro-
teins at a cellular level, ICC staining is employed.100

IHC staining has been successfully exercised in tendon 
fibroblasts to determine the expression levels of proliferation 

cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and α-smooth muscle actin (α-
SMA), which are released by healing tendon fibroblasts. The 
fibroblasts are responsible for synthesising the ECM during 
the wound healing process. IHC was able to measure the 
increasing levels of PCNA and α-SMA post injury.101 
Additionally, IHC has been utilised to examine the composi-
tion of the ECM in human coronary arteries where, for 
example, collagen type IV has been detected to be underly-
ing the endothelium equivalent to the position of the basal 
lamina. Moreover, it efficiently detected the presence of pro-
teoglycans such as biglycan and decorin, which are crucial 
components of tissues in blood vessels and are implicated in 
vascular disease.102

ICC staining examines the composition of the ECM at a 
cellular level. Similar to IHC, ICC staining was carried out 
on tendon fibroblasts observing expression levels of PCNA 
and α-SMA, although the tendon cells were inspected as per 
the basic principle. This enabled the demonstration of the 
differences in tendon fibroblasts that were synthesised from 
an intact tendon to a tendon post injury undergoing the 
wound healing process.101 Recently, this staining technique 
has been utilised to observe the modifications, in protein 
expression of the cartilage matrix proteins in tenocytes dur-
ing development, which include collagen type I and 
aggrecan.103

Confocal microscopy

Confocal microscopy is typically used in conjunction with 
immunostaining; one of the most important aspects of this 
imaging technique is that it allows for 3D analysis of sam-
ples. A confocal microscope generates sharp images of a 
sample that would appear blurred if they viewed via a con-
ventional light microscope.104 These 3D images are attrib-
uted to the confocal microscope’s ability to significantly 
reduce the light from out-of-focus planes. Moreover, this 
results in enhanced lateral resolution. It is particularly use-
ful for examining the 3D architecture of the ECM through 
z-stacked two-dimensional (2D) images.105

Confocal microscopy was used to examine the general 
composition and structure of the fibroblast-synthesised 
ECM by obtaining z-stacked images to display the confor-
mation, distribution and orientation of proteins including 
FN, collagen type VI and elastin. These images were fairly 
detailed, highlighting the x- and y-axis projections of the 
z-stacked images where spatial overlap between the pro-
teins was displayed. Moreover, quantitative differences of 
the various protein networks (elastin network and FN net-
work) were detected. Overall, these findings demonstrated 
confocal microscopy can be used not merely to determine 
the structure of ECM constituents but also their role in the 
organisation of ECM components.105

This enables high-resolution 3D images of the ECM 
and its various constituents to be built up, allowing 
researchers to discern more information about the ECM 
environment, namely, the organisation and distribution of 
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proteins and determining the level of protein deposition. 
Thus, it could provide important structural insight into 
how this environment is altered by age-related changes.

Tandem mass spectroscopy

Tandem mass spectroscopy or Mass Spectroscopy/Mass 
Spectroscopy (MS/MS) is being an increasingly popular 
way of characterising the profile of ECM proteins by 
examining the individual peptides that constitute them and 
can be viewed as a complementary quantitative technique 
to immunostaining. MS/MS incorporates a combination of 
two mass spectrometers where the first spectrometer 
selects an individual mass (precursor), which represents an 
analyte in the mixture. Mass selected ions subsequently 
pass through a region where they are activated to produce 
fragment (product) ions, which is carried out via the colli-
sion of ions with a neutral gas in a process termed colli-
sional activation. The second-stage mass spectrometer 
discerns the fragment ions depending on mass, thus gener-
ating an MS/MS spectrum, which consists of merely prod-
uct ions from the precursor selected.106

It can provide detailed analysis of overlapping proteins 
that are shared between differing sources of ECM and high-
light any unique proteins present in individual cases.107,108 
In terms of quantitative results, MS/MS was utilised in 
humans to detect 300 peptides where 25 of these exhibited 
the existence of ECM proteins such as FN, fibrillin and an 
ECM protein known as frasl.108 Frasl is known to have an 
essential role in structure and cell signalling.109 MS/MS has 
been employed to detect other ECM proteins through iden-
tification of peptides including fibrillin-1, laminin, elastin 
and lumican, which is a keratin sulphate proteoglycan.107

Transmission electron microscopy/scanning 
electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) are opposing microscopy 
techniques that both work on the principle of using elec-
trons to visualise a substrate. Briefly, SEM focuses on the 
surface to build up a 3D image of a substrate’s topography; 
whereas in TEM, as the name suggests, it involves trans-
mitting electrons at a sample, which pass straight through 
providing a 2D image of the inner structure. In typical 
analysis of the ECM, researchers have favoured using 
TEM in order to view the ultrastructure.110

SEM has been employed to investigate the ECM of rat 
tail tendon. The conformation of the ECM in tendon could 
be detected where the GAGs were seen interwoven with the 
collagen fibrils. Additionally, it could also be demonstrated 
that while some GAG filaments merely interacted with one 
fibril, others made contact with many fibrils simultane-
ously.111 SEM has also been previously used effectively to 
observe the shape and organisation of laminin and FN 

where, for instance, laminin was found to be imaged as a 
‘rigid asymmetric cross consisting of a long and three iden-
tical short arms’ and FN consisting of two identical strands 
with single peptide chains.112 Furthermore, the SEM has 
been successfully utilised to detect synthesis of and thus 
image ECM material.113

TEM has been effectively applied in order to quantify 
the differences between young and aged 3D collagen gels 
in mice tail tendons. It was used to directly assess the sub-
stantial modifications that occur in fibril diameter and den-
sity as a result of the transition from a young mice phenotype 
to an aged mice phenotype. Both these quantities exhibited 
a decrease with age highlighting the inability of senescent 
collagen to form a 3D matrix in comparison to young col-
lagen.58 Moreover, these findings were corroborated by 
previous evidence where reduction in collagen fibril den-
sity corresponds to the tensile strength of collagen poly-
merised in vitro.114 These are a few examples of the 
extensive use of the TEM to characterise many aspects of 
the ECM as well as the modifications it undergoes.

Gelatin substrate zymography

Gelatin substrate zymography (GSZ) is usually used in 
detection of MMP, in particular MMP-2 and MMP-9. 
MMPs are enzymes that are known to degrade the ECM;115 
this procedure takes advantage of the fact that MMPs are 
recognised by their molecular weight and the ‘degradation 
of their preferential substrate’.116 This method enables one 
to determine whether the MMPs are in an active or latent 
form. Generally, the most frequently employed substrate is 
gelatin for MMP-2 and MMP-9.19

It is based on the sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacryla-
mide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE), which consists of 
a substrate co-polymerised with polyacrylamide gel in 
order to observe enzyme activity based on molecular 
weight separation. Substrate zymography is generally con-
sidered to be the most suitable method to use in order to 
detect MMP activity from a variety of biological samples 
as it can be used for screening drugs and as mentioned 
discerns the latent MMPs from the activated MMPs. 
However, it does have a fairly length protocol (2 days), but 
nevertheless it is still broadly used for observation of MMP 
activity.19

Raman spectroscopy

One of the biggest advantages of Raman Spectroscopy is 
that unlike all the techniques mentioned above, it does not 
require any prior sample preparation. Despite this, it is still 
a relatively new analysis method for characterising ECM.93 
Raman spectroscopy can be used to evaluate the rate of 
ECM synthesis and the rate of the biochemical components 
of the ECM synthesised. Its non-invasive nature enables 
modulation of the growth and progression of the ECM by 
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numerous cells on an array of scaffold materials bared to 
stimuli including GFs and mechanical forces.117 Again, it is 
typically used in conjunction with other analysis methods to 
confirm the presence of specific components of the ECM.

The operation of Raman spectroscopy is based on the 
traditional ‘Raman effect’.118 Incident light or photons are 
scattered from a sample in an inelastic manner and shifted 
infrequency via the distinguishing vibrational energy of 
the molecular bond.119 Molecular bonds are probed con-
currently while a Raman spectrum is produced, which acts 
as a ‘molecular fingerprint’ representing the total biochem-
ical components of the sample. The Raman signals gener-
ated from the spectrometer are linearly correlated with the 
number of molecular bonds that occur in the sample; thus, 
quantitative data can be obtained from the spectrum.120

SHGM

SHGM works on the basis of ‘nonlinear optical effect’ as a 
result of photons coming into contact with a nonlinear sub-
stance and merging to create new photons with half the 
wavelength and twice the frequency of before. It is a three-
level process and the second-harmonic photons are pro-
duced virtually instantly in order to generate a clear 
second-harmonic signal that is discharged primarily in the 
forward direction.121 In the same way that Raman spectros-
copy does not require sample preparation, SHGM is an 
emerging technique that has been effectively used in other 
applications such as drug delivery,122 and now attention has 
turned to it being used for identifying collagen fibres within 
cells and tissue.

SHGM was employed to demonstrate the differences in 
collagen bundle distribution, length and packing between 
normal skin and burn scar tissues. This was shown in 
human, ovine and porcine dermal tissue. SHGM displayed 
an increased resolution of individual collagen bundles in 
scar tissue.123 This study was important as it showed that 
SHGM can be proficiently used to inspect the collagen 
architecture in tissues and it can also be done without any 
prior staining. SHGM has been associated with several 
dermatological studies over the last decade.124,125 Overall, 
this technique is clearly vital and efficient for observing 
fibrillar collagen structures both in a normal state and as a 
result of pathological changes that occur.

Overall, there is clearly an extensive range of analytical 
techniques for characterisation in the ECM, and these are 
not merely limited to determining the composition and 
structure but also be utilised to determine the modifications 
that occur as a result of diseases, wound healing and age-
dependent processes. Moreover, these techniques are often 
not only used exclusively but also in conjunction with oth-
ers, as some may provide qualitative observations whereas 
some are prominent in terms of quantitative results. 
Furthermore, these techniques vary in terms of their reputa-
tion for characterising the ECM and when they were utilised 

to do this. Some of the more recent techniques including 
Raman spectroscopy may be even more favourable to use 
due to their non-invasive properties. However, this is also 
dependent on the application and what aspect of the ECM 
that is required to be characterised.

Ways the ECM is employed in tissue 
engineering

Influence on differentiation of MSCs

The importance of the ECM in instructing differentiation 
of stem cells has been demonstrated at the organ level.64 
Nevertheless, the ability of the ECM to do this is compro-
mised with age. Ageing of the ECM can have detrimental 
effects via ‘imbalanced proteolytic degradation and the 
release of free radicals’.64 It has been shown that ECM 
derived from young MSCs displays significantly higher 
levels of protein expression, in contrast to ECM taken 
from aged MSCs. It is evident that the age of ECM impacts 
on MSCs, as older MSCs expressed greater pluripotency 
when seeded onto young ECM.57 However, the mecha-
nism of why this occurs is still to be answered.

Recently, it has been reported that ECM put down by 
foetal stem cells was superior to ECM generated by adult 
stem cells in encouraging cell expansion and chondrogenic 
differentiation.126 Such findings indicate that the age of the 
ECM may impact upon the behaviour of cells. Many other 
properties of the ECM have been shown to influence the 
behaviour of cells. Scaffolds with a nanoscale diameter 
resulted in tenocytes producing their own ECM that resem-
bled the matrix seen during the reparative healing process. 
Contrastingly, scaffolds with a microscale diameter caused 
tenocytes to form matrix similar to that seen during the 
regenerative healing process.127

Furthermore, it has been indicated that the ECM plays a 
significant role in various cellular activities including cell 
migration and proliferation.33 It has been found that ECM 
can manipulate the differentiation of MSCs through its 
stiffness with stem cells changing their properties accord-
ing to the degree of stiffness of the underlying substrate.2,6 
This highlights the critical nature of the mechanical signals 
that are passed on to cells from the ECM, and the impor-
tance of the relationship between cells and their environ-
ment in determining the commitment to a certain cell 
lineage. Understanding more about the mechanisms behind 
this relationship could reveal more detail regarding the 
age-related differences displayed during the wound heal-
ing process.

There has been much interest in the influence of different 
aspects of substrate features over stem cell differentiation 
(Figure 3), in particular the stiffness or elasticity of a sub-
strate. This relationship between cells and the underlying 
matrix is referred to as mechanobiology.34 As mentioned 
earlier, as part of its role, tendon responds to mechanical 
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load. It does this in a variety of ways at the cellular level, 
changing its ‘gene expression, protein synthesis and pheno-
type’.34 The components involved in the mechanobiology of 
the cells and their interactions were detailed further above in 
a previous section.

These components, in particular the cell’s contractile 
forces, are exerted through its cytoskeleton, using this to 
anchor and pull on a substrate. These cellular contractile 
forces are engaged in a feedback loop with the elastic 
modulus (E) of the surrounding substrate. This has been 
demonstrated with cells on substrates with a variation in 
elasticity. On soft gels (E = 1 kPa), cells presented with dis-
perse adhesions, whereas cells seeded on substrates with a 
higher stiffness (E= 30–100 kPa) demonstrated strong 
adhesions, similar to those found in cells attached to glass.2

Use as a scaffold

A few other alternatives exist to surgical intervention such as 
graft products made by companies including DePuy, Zimmer 
and Wright Medical. These manufactured graft materials are 
categorised either as biological or synthetic (Figure 4). All 
but one of the biological scaffolds commercially available is 
derived from a xenogeneic source, albeit with Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) approval.129 These biological 

scaffolds appear to be most effective at treating rotator cuff 
tendon injuries. Synthetic scaffolds have been constructed 
from numerous materials including polyester and poly-
acrylamide, although these have been reported with limited 
success, due to problems with resorption of the graft materi-
als from the injury site and lack of adequate biocompatibil-
ity.129,130 Consequently, their use peaked over 20 years ago.

Regenerative medicine is increasingly becoming a 
potential therapy to replace original tissue, with tissue 
engineering providing the method to produce prospective 
constructs for this therapy. The concept involves implanta-
tion of cells within a scaffold construct along with the 
required biomolecules. Presently, there are a few examples 
of such applications in a clinical setting, including artifi-
cial skin46 and the graft materials mentioned. The neces-
sary components for tendon tissue engineering demand 
specific sourcing of cells, scaffold material and biomole-
cules; of particular importance for vascular tissues is the 
issue of mass transport of oxygen and nutrients.131

Conclusion

This review demonstrates that the ECM is not purely a 
dynamic non-cellular constituent but also one that is sus-
ceptible to substantial modifications as a function of the 

Figure 3. Physical substrate features that can influence cellular behaviour: (a) stiffness (elastic modulus), (b) dimensionality and (c) 
mechanical strain of compression and/or stretch adapted from Brafman.128

2D: two-dimensional; 3D: three-dimensional.
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normal ageing process. Its components regulate various 
processes including cell proliferation, survival, differentia-
tion and migration. Furthermore, the ECM can also be 
defined as dynamic as it is subject to constant remodelling; 
also the 3D architecture of the ECM regulates the mechani-
cal properties of the cells and is crucial for the outline of 
connective tissues.

The ageing effects of the ECM have been explored in 
many ways in several connective tissues with varying 
results. For instance, the general consensus is that collagen 
type I decreases in content with age in tissues such as skin 
in addition to a more disorganised distribution. However, 
with the ECM becoming a highly collagenous tissue with 
age, this has implications for mechanical properties, for 
example, an increase in stiffness. These modifications 
have crucial implications in numerous processes particu-
larly for the wound healing process.

The age-related modifications, as mentioned, have 
implications with the transition from a scarless to a scarred 
phenotype during wound healing, indicating that scar for-
mation is attributed to numerous complex changes. All the 
topics discussed with reference to ECM composition, age-
related changes and contrasting healing properties in foetal 

versus adult phenotypes would not be possible without the 
analytical techniques employed to examine the ECM. A 
variety of analytical techniques are utilised scrutinising 
various parts of the ECM ranging from the observation of 
MMP activities via GSZ to quantitative measurement of 
matrix stiffness via AFM.

Research has highlighted that stiffness of matrices 
influences the stem cell lineage. Moreover, the interac-
tions between the cell and matrix are characterised by the 
stiffness of the matrix with focal adhesions for soft matri-
ces and dynamic adhesions for stiff matrices. Moreover, 
the types of stem cells to be seeded onto scaffolds have 
been investigated predominantly using MSCs with vary-
ing extents of success. Nevertheless, knowledge of the 
age-related changes in the ECM and its implications for 
the wound healing process as well as potential of using 
the ECM as a scaffold for regenerative healing is only at 
the tip of the iceberg. Thus, the on-going trend of ECM 
research will prevail in the next few decades.
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Figure 4. Different types of ECM scaffolds available to use for tissue engineering applications: (a) natural ECM, for example, 
collagen; (b) other biomaterials, for example, fibrin, silk (typically in the form of electrospun fibres or as a coating on a 2D 
substrate); (c) decellularised ECM (stripped of all previous cellular material) and (d) synthetic ECM, for example, polymers (usually 
in fibres or hydrogels) adapted from Brafman.128

ECM: extracellular matrix; 2D: two-dimensional.
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